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Examining Attorney: Priscilla Milton

Trademark Law Office: 110

Serial No.: 77/252194

                                                                                                                   
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Associated Engineered Systems, Inc.
Serial Number: 77/252194
Mark: AES

Trademark Attorney: Priscilla Milton  
Trademark Law Office: 110

Response to Office Action Dated November 20, 2007

REMARKS

I. Likelihood of Confusion with Marks in U.S. Registration Numbers 2,754,236,
2,770,112, 1,086,674, and 1,220,404.

In her office action, Trademark Examining Attorney has refused registration under
Trademark Act §2(d) because Applicant’s mark, when used on or in connection with its services,
so resembles the marks in U.S. Registration Nos. 2,754,236, 2,770,112, 1,086,674, and
1,220,404 as to be likely to cause confusion, to cause mistake, or to deceive.  Specifically, she
believes that Applicant’s mark, AES, for “business consultation services in the field of
telecommunications systems, security systems, closed-circuit television systems, intercom and
paging systems, and fire detection systems; repair, maintenance, and installation of
telecommunications systems, security systems, closed-circuit television systems, intercom and
paging systems, and fire detection systems” (as amended), is likely to cause confusion with the
marks AES and AES & design, both of which are registered for “electronic equipment store
services,” as well as AES AUGUSTA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS and AES AUGUSTA
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS & design, both of which are registered for “security system
installation and maintenance services; and fire, burglar and/or flood warning alarm system
installation and maintenance services.”  For the reasons set forth below, Applicant respectfully
asserts that there is no likelihood of confusion between Applicant’s mark and the marks in the
cited registrations.

ARGUMENT

In every case turning on likelihood of confusion, it is the duty of the Board to find, upon
consideration of all the evidence, whether or not confusion appears likely.  In re E.I. du Pont de
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Nemours & Co., 177 U.S.P.Q. 563, 568 (C.C.P.A. 1973).  The Lanham Act refers to likelihood
of confusion, not the mere possibility thereof.  Bongrain International (American) Corporation
v. Delice de France Inc., 1 U.S.P.Q.2d 1775, 1779 (Fed. Cir. 1987).  Mere possibility of
confusion will not, under the law, prevent registration.  Norton Company v. Bear Manufacturing
Company, 169 U.S.P.Q. 44, 45 (C.C.P.A. 1971).

As a preliminary matter, Applicant notes that two of the cited registrations are owned by
one entity and the other two cited registrations are owned by an entirely separate and unrelated
entity.  All four registrations consist of the dominant acronym AES and both Registrants provide
services that are somewhat related.  Yet, all four registrations have been allowed to coexist on the
Principal Register apparently without a likelihood of confusion.  Applicant strongly believes that
since the marks in the four cited registrations coexist with each other despite two of them being
significantly similar in appearance, sound, and commercial impression to the other two, then
there is absolutely no reason why Applicant’s mark cannot coexist with them.

In addition, a cursory search of the Trademark Office’s records revealed at least two other
registrations that (1) incorporate the acronym AES, (2) are used in association with goods that are 
highly related to the services of both Registrants, and (3) coexist with Registrants’ registrations
despite the fact that they are owned by an entirely separate and unrelated entity.  These
registrations are:1

AES CORPORATION & design (Reg. No. 3,203,422) for “security systems, namely
access control and alarm monitoring systems”

AES INTELLINET (Reg. No. 1,907,185) for “wireless data transmission systems, namely
remote transceivers and central station transmitters and receivers”

Applicant strongly believes that since Registrants’ marks coexist with the above-
mentioned marks, there is absolutely no reason why Applicant’s mark cannot join them on the
Principal Register.  As such, Applicant’s mark is entitled to registration.

A. Applicant’s Consulting and Installation Services are Substantially Different from
the Electronic Equipment Store Services of Amateur Electronic Supply, LLC.

In testing for likelihood of confusion under §2(d), the similarity or dissimilarity and
nature of services as described in an application or registration or in connection with which a
prior mark is in use must be considered.  In re E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., 177 U.S.P.Q.
563, 567 (C.C.P.A. 1973).  In this case, Applicant uses its mark in conjunction with “business
consultation services in the field of telecommunications systems, security systems, closed-circuit
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television systems, intercom and paging systems, and fire detection systems; repair, maintenance,
and installation of telecommunications systems, security systems, closed-circuit television
systems, intercom and paging systems, and fire detection systems” (as amended).

In regard to the AES and AES & design marks owned by Registrant Amateur Electronic
Supply, LLC, registered for “electronic equipment store services,” Trademark Examining
Attorney states that “registrant’s services are described broadly and could include security
systems and equipment.”  Although that is certainly possible, it is clear from Registrant’s own
website that Registrant is not engaged in providing any consulting or installation services in the
field of security systems and related equipment.   Rather, Registrant appears to be exclusively2

engaged in the ordinary retail sale of radios, ham radios, and radio accessories.  On the other
hand, Applicant’s business involves consulting with companies regarding their security and
telecommunication system needs, choosing the proper systems to meet those needs, and
installing, maintaining, and repairing the systems.  To be sure, Applicant is not a retailer or
distributor of telecommunications and security systems in the traditional sense, but instead
provides these systems as part of its larger business of consulting with companies and designing
and installing an appropriate and cost-effective integrated solution.  In sum, because the
consultation and installation/maintenance services provided by Applicant are wholly unrelated to
the retail electronic equipment store services of Registrant Amateur Electronic Supply, LLC,
Trademark Examining attorney should withdraw her refusal and allow Applicant’s mark to
proceed to publication.

In regard to the AES AUGUSTA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS and AES AUGUSTA
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS & design marks owned by Registrant Augusta Electrical Systems,
Inc., Applicant concedes that its services appear to overlap with those listed in the two cited
registrations.  However, as will be discussed immediately below, the differences in appearance,
sound, and commercial impression between Applicant’s mark and Registrant’s marks are enough
to avoid any likelihood of consumer confusion.

B. Applicant’s Mark is Sufficiently Distinct from the Marks Owned by Registrant
Augusta Electrical Systems, Inc. in Appearance, Sound, and Commercial
Impression.

When it is the entirety of the marks that is perceived by the public, it is the entirety of the
marks that must be compared.  Opryland USA Inc. v. The Great American Music Show Inc., 23
U.S.P.Q.2d 1471, 1473 (Fed. Cir. 1992).  All relevant facts pertaining to appearance, sound, and
connotation must be considered before similarity as to one or more of those factors may be
sufficient to support a finding that the marks are similar or dissimilar.  Recot Inc. v. M.C. Becton,
54 U.S.P.Q.2d 1894, 1899 (Fed. Cir. 2000).  Because marks tend to be perceived in their
entireties, all components thereof must be given appropriate weight.  In re Hearst Corp. 25
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U.S.P.Q.2d 1238, 1239 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (VARGAS and VARGA GIRL not likely to be confused
as applied to calendars).  Of paramount interest is not the descriptive nature of the mark, but the
overall commercial impression derived by viewing the marks in their entireties in determining
whether a likelihood of confusion exists.  Spice Islands, Inc. v. The Frank Tea and Spice
Company, 184 U.S.P.Q. 35, 37 (C.C.P.A. 1974).

In regard to the AES AUGUSTA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS and AES AUGUSTA
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS & design marks owned by Registrant Augusta Electrical Systems,
Inc., it is Applicant’s belief that when the marks are compared in their entireties, Applicant’s
mark is dissimilar enough to distinguish between its security systems installation and
maintenance services and those of Registrant.  First, Applicant’s mark is distinct in appearance
and sound because (1) Registrant’s marks uses the phrase AUGUSTA ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS, while Applicant’s mark does not, and (2) Applicant’s mark consists of one acronym
while Registrant’s marks consist of the same acronym plus the three words for which the
acronym stands, and (3) Applicant’s acronym stands for “Associated Engineered Systems” (see
specimens) while Registrant’s acronym stands for “Augusta Electrical Systems.”

As far as commercial impression is concerned, there is no question that Applicant’s mark
is substantially distinct from Registrant’s marks.  Registrant’s marks incorporate descriptive
wording which immediately tells consumers the nature of Registrant’s services (i.e. something to
do with “electrical systems”).  In contrast, Applicant’s mark, by itself, does not describe or
suggest anything about Applicant’s services and consumers would need more information in
order to determine what goods/services Applicant provides.  Furthermore, Applicant notes that
the term “Augusta” in Registrant’s marks is not disclaimed, which is further evidence that
Registrant may be known as “AES Augusta” rather than just “AES” as Applicant is known. 
Because Applicant’s mark is significantly different in appearance, sound, and commercial
impression, Trademark Examining Attorney should withdraw her §2(d) refusal.

In regard to the AES and AES & design marks owned by Registrant Amateur Electronic
Supply, LLC, Applicant concedes that its mark is essentially identical in appearance, sound, and
commercial impression to the both of them.  However, as discussed earlier, Applicant’s
consulting and installation/maintenance services in the field of telecommunications and security
systems are so distinct from Registrant’s retail electronic equipment store services that any
likelihood of confusion is practically non-existent.  Moreover, as depicted on Registrant’s
website, Registrant’s acronym stands for “Amateur Electronic Supply.”  This additional wording
is used by Registrant on its website in very close association with the acronym.  Therefore,
Trademark Examining attorney should withdraw her §2(d) refusal as to these two marks as well.
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Word Mark AES CORPORATION
Goods and Services IC 009. US 021 023 026 036 038. G & S: WIRELESS DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS, 

NAMELY REMOTE TRANSCEIVERS AND CENTRAL STATION TRANSMITTERS AND 
RECEIVERS; SECURITY SYSTEMS NAMELY, ACCESS CONTROL AND ALARM 
MONITORING SYSTEMS. FIRST USE: 20040421. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 
20040421

Mark Drawing Code (3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS
Design Search Code 26.01.02 - Circles, plain single line; Plain single line circles 

26.01.15 - Circles, exactly three circles; Three circles 
26.13.12 - Quadrilaterals with bars, bands and lines 
26.13.21 - Quadrilaterals that are completely or partially shaded
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Word Mark AES INTELLINET
Goods and Services IC 009. US 021 026. G & S: wireless data transmission systems, namely remote 
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FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 19940513

Mark Drawing Code (3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS
Design Search Code 01.15.02 - Electricity; Lightning; Sparks (jagged lines) 

26.17.13 - Letters or words underlined and/or overlined by one or more strokes or lines; 
Overlined words or letters; Underlined words or letters
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Home

Home

Prices
Price Lists
Place Order
Used & Demo Lists

Catalog
Catalog in PDF
Catalog by Mail
Gift Certificates

Links
Email Change
Address Change
Policies & Privacy
Wire Transfer Info
What's New?
AES Survey
Propagation
Help 
Ham Radio Links
On Line Manuals
Hamfest List
Superfest Info
Jobs At AES
AES FAQ
AES History

Manufacturers 
Info
Manufacturers A-G
Manufacturers H-N
Manufacturers O-Z

AES Store Info
AES Milwaukee

Welcome To AES!
No matter what you are looking for in Amateur Radio, you can find it at AES. Are you looking 
for a new HF Transceiver? Or maybe it's time to look at a new Dual Band VHF/UHF 
transceiver? 
We have the best selection you can find anywhere. Whatever type of equipment you are 
looking for, your first stop should be our "Product Type Search" below. Pick a catagory and 
see what every manufacturer has to offer. Happy browsing!  
 

AES Radio Specials

Kenwood TS-480SAT 

 
$989.99  

16 Bit AF DSP  
A Large Amber LCD Display 

100 Watts 
Automatic Antenna Tuner  
Click here for more info 

Yaesu FT-2000  

 
$2499.99  

HF/6M All Mode -100 Watts  
Dual Recive Built In 

Main Receiver is All DSP 
32 bit Floating Point DSP 

Filtering  
Click here for more info 

Icom IC-756ProIII 

 
$2699.99  

32-Bit Floating Point DSP 
Customizable Filter Shapes 
+30dBm Class Third-order 

Intercept Point 
Large TFT Color LCD  

Click here for more info 

User Defined Search 
Specific Item Price Search 

  

Product Type Search

  

Manufacturers Search 
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If you aren't getting a 

copy of the World 
Famous AES catalog, 

order yours Here! 

  
Notice: Do not include the manufacturer as part of the search unless you are searching 
for everything for that manufacturer. Also, it is not necessary to use caps. For 
additional help, Click Here. 

  

Coupon Page 
 
There are changes and increased Instant Coupon values on selected Icom, Kenwood and 
Yaesu equipment right now. Take a look at the Coupon Page for some of the best deals at 
AES.  

Promotional Information
 
If your rebate or promotion form for any offer is lost or for some reason it doesn't arrive, it is 
available on our web site in a PDF. Just click here and you will go to the page where you can 
download or bring the PDF on line. Then all you have to do is print it. 

You can get a GREAT list of the excellent radio deals that AES has available by just 
clicking Here! 

The New AES Catalog! 
 
Click here to take a advanced look at the new AES Spring/Summer 2008 Ham Radio 
Catalog. If you have not been receiving our catalog, you can order one HERE. 

What's New at AES? 
 
There are always new items being added to the line up at AES and heres where to go to find 
out "What's the latest!"  

Job Openings in our Service! 
 
AES has job openings for service techs at both Milwaukee and Cleveland. Could this be you 
or someone you know? Click here for Milwaukee and here for Cleveland. 
 

Attention: EU Countries
 
Due to current European Union (EU) regulations, AES CANNOT export most products to EU 
member countries and members of the European Economic Area (EEA). (See also our FAQ 
page)  

Our logos and our name.
 
At the bottom of the pages of our web site, there is a statement that reads:  
All references to "Amateur Electronic Supply," "AES" and the AES logos are registered 
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trade marks ®. 

The only official Amateur Electronic Supply web sites are http://www.aesham.com and 
http://www.aesham.biz. The only way to legally display our name or logos is by contacting 
AES for permission. 

 
AES Milwaukee  
800-558-0411  

Email AES 
Milwaukee 

AES Cleveland  
800-321-3594 

Email AES 
Cleveland 

AES Las Vegas 
800-634-6227 
Email AES Las 

Vegas 

AES Orlando 
800-327-1917 

Email AES Orlando

 
© AES 2000 - 2008 All Rights Reserved  

All references to "Amateur Electronic Supply", "AES" and the AES logo are registered 
trade marks ®. 

For comments or questions about the AES website contact the Webmaster. 
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